cultural context in the ancient Mediterranean. Indeed I see this volume as a meaningful reference for the students of the Phoenician colonization. It is divided into three parts: the island and its environment; the city itself, namely the South Gate and the North Gate areas, and the assessment of the overall results. The appendices deal with mollusca in Western Sicily, a timber specimen analysis, and the worn tracks at the North Gate. For the publication of this report the authors assembled contributions by several specialists, thus the reader is informed of the geological features of the island, the silt of the lagoon, aerial photography, the electrical resistivity of selected areas, etc.
In the eleventh chapter Isserlin discusses some of the urban features that Motya has in common with other Phoenician or Punic towns such as tall houses (p. 91), an acropolis, a main road leading from the harbour region towards a piazza, buildings of a public character adjoining this piazza (for instance, the sanctuary of Apollo at Carthage mentioned by Appian, The Punic Wars 127), a main road traversing the town (the interior of the island remains as yet unexcavated, but see V. Tusa, Mozia VI [1970] Other contributions are the elimination or the shifting of some fragments from the architectural friezes as recomposed by Buschor, with the result that the so-called Small Frieze from the Heraion (in five courses) can no longer be seen as a procession of offering-bearers. The carving of friezes on weightbearing blocks seems a Samian trait going back to Hekatompedon II, since the three engraved warriors are accepted as part of its wall decoration rather than as doodles. Note that a continuous frieze in a comparable many-courses technique has now been found at Parco del Cavallo, S. Italy (AttiMGrecia n.s. 13-15 [1972] [1973] 62-66). Other suggestions include the socalled Three-figure Group, which is no longer connected with an altar, and therefore not necessarily divine. The circular marking may have rather been for a cauldron on a pillar, and the kouros was set in front of it in a secondary use, without its original flanking companions.
In general, Mrs. Schauenburg tends to use common sense rather than imagination, and therefore avoids specific identifications. Kouroi and korai are just pleasant gifts and not representations of divinities, veils and offerings may but need not denote a priestess or a goddess. While applauding her healthy caution, I believe that these generic types carried different meanings at different times and places, and that divine connotations should not be entirely excluded, especially for funerary statues or for kouroi as enormous as the Samian giants, which could bear no immediate reference to a human being. As for the veil (whose sculptural evolution is so usefully traced on p. 54), granted that it is an East Greek garment unattested in Greece proper, its use may indeed be ritual if the three Geneleos sisters do not wear it, while other young "korai" do.
The book has few misprints, and none of great importance, but kore no. 28 is illustrated on pl. I8 (not 15), and on pl. 26 the identification of 4IA and B is reversed. The photographs are generally good, but a few are muddy and not all views of a piece are always given. Descriptive captions would have improved comprehension of some difficult fragments. All in all, this is an excellent catalogue of exciting and controversial material carefully described and objectively discusseda definite contribution to the study of Archaic Greek sculpture.
BRUNILDE The core of this Tiibingen dissertation consists in the presentation of discoveries made by the author in the Athens National Museum while he was serving there as assistant to Christos and Semni Karouzos. Delivorrias warmly acknowledges his debt to these fine scholars, whose sensitivity to style and quality he often shares.
The first discovery illustrated is also the most important, a strikingly beautiful pedimental figure of a seated, Aphrodite-like goddess in late fifth-century style which D. literally recreated by joining together three separate fragments, one in the National Museum and two in the Acropolis Museum. The search for a home for this figure led him to consider the pedimental compositions of two fifth-century Athenian temples of suitable size, the Hephaisteion (I use the author's terminology) and the Temple of Ares. Meanwhile he had also attributed some fragments to the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion.
Using the pieces from various sources which he has identified as probably belonging to the three temples, D. essays reconstructions of their pediments and akroteria. Only the west end of the Sounion temple is omitted for lack of evidence. Appendix I lists "other pedimental fragments from the magazines of Athenian museums," that is, pieces whose attribution is more tentative than that of the fragments discussed in the main text. Apart from the seated goddess, the most welcome contribution is that made by D. to the reconstruction of the akroterion, Athens NM 3397, a Nereid riding a dolphin. He identified a fragment comprising the Nereid's lower legs, which joined a piece from the Agora previously assigned to this figure by the reviewer, and subsequently S. Triantis added from the NM storerooms a joining left shin and a piece of the dolphin's tail, which are also illustrated here. D. further assigns a non-joining left hand and a head. The hand seems certain because of congruence of style, marble and weathering. The head is unsuitable on all three counts. Before we can definitely attribute this and other akroteria to the Temple of Ares we need to understand better than we do now the riddle of the
